
Rondo’s and Rhythm of play
Organization

Two teams one ball per team 15 yard square 

Teams Establish  technical habits of a rondo 

Make rondo expand and shrink in size

Demonstrate how they can have a rondo with less players 

Coaching points

•Ready to Receive 

•Quality of pass 

•Open body shape to field 

•Maintain speed of play

•Utilize all surface of the feet 

•Disguise passing ability

Progression –Add in pressure 

Both teams send across 1 defender 

The team that keeps the ball in the area the longest is the winner 

▪Awareness of pressure 

▪Can they rondo to free a player 

▪Can they works as 2 as well as team 

▪Can they recognize when 2 can rondo 

Progression 

Teams score 1 point per wall pass and one if they keep the ball in the 

square the longest 

Progression 

Teams score 1 point per Overlap and one if they keep the ball in the 

square the longest 

Progression- Overlap- Wall pass and Rondo 

•How to create wall passing options 

•Awareness of space 

•Timing of overlap 

•Awareness of pressure 

•Everything comes back to rondo

Final Game 

5v5 with Goalkeepers

Pass ins to replace throw ins 

• Team Shape 

• Can you Rondo?

• Can you be aware of what the Rondo 

does 

• Can you Rondo to overlap/overload 



Organization 

Area 40 x 30 yards Back 3 and goalkeeper 

1 midfielder ( if you have 1) and 2 strikers 

2 neutral wide midfielders

Objective 1 

• Teams play possession in their own half playing 6 v2 – can 

they rondo 

• If 2 get the ball they can shoot 

• If ball goes out of play coach serves to the other team

Teams can now play across but can only advance if they 

support a pass from the strikers or overlap the wide 

midfielders 

Objective 2 

• Players support another pass 3rd player movement 

• Can the wide defender overlap any pass to the outside 

midfielder

• Can any of the central players support a pass to the strikers 

Coaching points 

•Team Shape 

•Recognize 2 diamonds

•Diamond 1 the defenders and the goalkeeper

•Diamond 2 the defenders and the midfield 

•Establish which diamond keeps the ball based on 

pressure  

•Speed of play – Recognize which player can hold 

the ball when they have time

•Utilize the goalkeeper for this 

•Angle and distance of support 

•Recognition of when to play quickly 

•Coach wide midfielders to stay out and check in 

when the ball is on their side 

•Have the wide players hold the ball to allow support 

to overlap 

•Wide players choose one of 3 options 

1. Overlapping player

2. Pass into any other player 

3. Attack the goal 

• Strikers moment to create space 
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Organization 

Objective 3

• Striker movement

• Coach the strikers to kriss kross when the ball is played into 

the wide players 

• If 2 get the ball they can shoot 

• If ball goes out of play coach serves to the other team

Coach the strikers to play high and low when the ball is central 

• Now we free play and allow the players to express 

themselves 

• Game is unconditioned and players play 

Coaching points 

•Closest striker peels off and runs for the back post

•Far striker comes in looking to

1. To receive, turn and shoot

2. Receive and set up midfielder 

3. Play in the full back 

•Be aware of the attacking diamond that has been 

created

•Timing of the check to a central area

•Player that is far away comes to 

•Closest player goes far giving depth

•Have an awareness of where the other striker is 

•Can they combine 

•Coach the wide players to create an overload 2v1

•Coach the players how to create one thing that will 

lead to another 

•Maintain all habits in free play 
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This is what we will teach the players thru the Continuums Model of Development: 

• Looking before receiving the ball
• Looking away from the ball as well as at it
• Knowing options in advance of receiving
• Weighting the pass correctly to help the receiver
• Getting their foot preparation right (how many play flat footed?? This won’t let them if they want to be successful). 
• Getting their body shape right, facing where the next pass is going; in advance of the ball
• Getting into position quickly “Off the ball” to help the player receiving; and it has to be before the receiver gets the ball as

they only have one touch to move it on again either to feet or to space 

They will recognize if the fault and failure to maintain possession was in the weight of the receiving pass, or in the next first 
touch pass by the receiver, or because of poor off the ball support or even the bad bounce of the field. It is not difficult to 
identify which it is. It will not be because of pressure or interceptions by defenders because in the early stages there will not be 
any defenders so the players can play without pressure. 

A One Touch Mentality: 
What does it mean? It means every player thinks like they only have ONE touch; to “force” them to observe the field and their
BEST option BEFORE they receive the ball. When they receive it the resulting decision may already actually be the opposite to
One touch; maybe to dribble, to pass using 2 or 3 touches, to slow the game down and change the TEMPO, to run with the ball; 
or Even to play ONE TOUCH.
We build this mentality into the Rondos we use. 


